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Developmental stress exposure is a risk factor for developing
a host of neuropsychiatric disorders in the future.1
Establishing causal links between developmental stress
and such disorders necessitates the use of animal models.1
Although such studies attempt to use similar experimental
designs to seek answers to similar questions, they often
end up with divergent results. For example, a recent study
examining effects of stress on hippocampal neurogenesis
failed to replicate the results of a number of earlier
studies; it was speculated that subtle differences in animal
housing, handling or other methodological factors may
have been responsible.2 Similarly, the effects of amygdalar
lesions on activation of the body’s main stress response
system, the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis,
are reported to be divergent; again, the discrepancy was
partly explained by factors such as choice of rat strain and
animal housing conditions.3 My own research experiences
with stress exposure in adolescent rats demonstrated
similar divergence from published findings that can best be
explained by subtle methodological differences between
studies. This commentary discusses three issues related
to animal breeding and rearing that may contribute to
variability in outcomes when investigating stress in rats:
the diurnal light cycle in the rats’ housing environment,
features of housing complexity such as cage size and
population density, and features of animal transport prior
to experimentation.
The first factor is the potential effect of the diurnal light
cycle under which the experimental animals are housed.
Rats, as nocturnal animals, are most active during their
subjective night. Both basal4 and stress-induced activity
of the HPA axis shows diurnal fluctuations. For example,
repeated restraint stress induces a greater impact on food
intake during the dark phase (night) of the light cycle of rats.5
Despite the potential for discrepant results, testing rats at
different times in their circadian cycle occurs routinely in
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stress response research. For example, Bourke et al.6 and
Yogarson et al.7 looked at the social rearing environment
and anxiety-like behaviour during different phases of the
diurnal cycle.
The second factor is the potential difference in home cage
features of the experimental animals; two features are of
primary importance. First, home cage dimensions and the
number of rats housed in each cage dictate the volume of
space available to each animal. These can differ between
studies and since overcrowding is a significant stressor3, too
little space can result in all animals, including those serving
as controls, becoming stressed, thereby confounding
differences between experimental and control groups.
Secondly, the number of cage mates available may affect
the social interacting, which can impact rat behaviour and
physiology, especially in adolescent rats.6,7 Furthermore,
the outcome of a stressor protocol can be affected by
the degree of social support available in the form of cage
mates.8 Thus, a seemingly simple decision such as how
many animals to house together in a defined space can
significantly affect the outcome of the study.
A third factor that may influence results of stress studies
is animal transport and/or acclimatization before an
experiment. Transport is a complex experience that
can includes exposure to a complex array of physical,
physiological, and psychological stressors.9 It is common
practice to acclimatize transported animals for one week
to ten days before experimental use and ideally, this
would be long enough for stress response parameters
and other experimental variables to return to a baseline
level. Unfortunately, limited information is available on
the ideal acclimatization time in rats.9 It is noteworthy that
transportation conditions can even have a generational
effect, as transporting pregnant animals can induce
prenatal stress. The early environment is likewise
important.10 Specific data on effects of transport 
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on various rat strains and sexes should be determined.
Although sometimes more costly, breeding experimental
animals in-house would allow researchers greater control
over the pre-natal and early post-natal environments. It
is, therefore, worth considering this option in studies that
explore questions about the biology of the stress response.
Because the precise effects of each of the described factors
is difficult to gauge, and rats can be exposed to multiple
factors simultaneously, it is more practical to take these
factors into account before an experiment begins. To this
end, researchers should conduct studies on the effect
of these issues on various stress-response parameters.
Publication of reviews of the effects of such methodological
factors on previously conducted research on stress would
also prove to be beneficial. In a climate where funding for
research is limited, it is vital that methodological questions
be clearly addressed to facilitate replication of results. ¾
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